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DOUBLE COMMUTANTS OF C0 CONTRACTIONS

MITSURU UCHIYAMA

Abstract. D. Sarason has shown that an operator in the double commutant

of a contraction T of class C0(l) is interpolated by a function in //°°, that is,

{T)' = {<K7); <(> G H00), [3]. Generally, in [4] Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias have

shown that an operator in the double commutant of a contraction T of class

Cf/n) is interpolated by a function in NT, that is, {7}" = {<¡>,(7)~'<¡>2(7):

i)>2/<f>i G Nr). In this note we shall show that an operator in the double

commutant of a Co contraction 7 with finite defect indices óy. > ST is

interpolated by a function in Hx.

1. Introduction. We begin by recalling notations of [6]. If 7 is a contraction

on a separable Hubert space H such that 7*" ->0 (strongly) as n -> oo, then

7 is said to be of class C.0. If 7 and 7* are of class C.0, then 7 is said to be of

class Cm. For a contraction 7, 8T = rank(l — 7*7) and Sj, = rank(l —

77*) are called defect indices of 7. If 7 is of class Qn and <5r = Sj, = « <

oo, then 7 is said to be of class C0(n). If 7 is of class C.0 and 5r = ¿y. = n <

oo, then 7 is of class C0(n).

Let 0 be an n x m matrix over the Hardy space H °° of bounded measur-

able functions on the unit circle with vanishing Fourier coefficients of

negative indices. Such a matrix is called inner if 0*(A)0(X) = lm a.e. on the

unit circle. In this case it necessarily follows that n > m. For 7 of class C.0

with finite defect indices óy. = n and 8T = m, there exists an n X m inner

function 9 such that 7 is unitarily equivalent to S(0) on H(S), which are

defined by next relations:

H(@) = H2eeH2

and

S (@)h = PeSH   for h in 77 (0),

where H2 is the Hardy space of «-dimensional column vector valued func-

tions on the unit circle, Pe is the orthogonal projection of 77„2 onto H(@), and

(Sh)(X) = Xh(X).
An n X m (n > m) normal inner matrix N' over 77°° is, by definition, of

the form:
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where for each /', v¡ is a scalar inner function and a divisor of its successor.

Let 0 be an n x m (oo > n > m) inner matrix over H°° and N a

"corresponding" normal matrix i.e., N is ann X m normal inner matrix of the

form (1), where each entry v¡ is the invariant factor of 0, that is,

d,
v¡ = -—     fon = 1,2, ... ,m,

"/-i

where d0 = 1 and d¡ is the largest common inner divisor of the minors of

order /'. Then Nordgren [2] has shown that there exist n X n matrices A, Ak

and m X m matrices A, A¿ (A = 1, 2) satisfying

A0 = /VA,       AkN = @Ak,

(det A)(det A) A 4 = h       (det A,)(det A,) /\dm = l,

(det A,) A (det A2) = 1, (2)

where x /\ y denotes the largest common inner divisor of the scalar functions

x and.y in H°°. Setting X = PNA\H(@) and Yk = P#Ak\H(N), one obtains

one-to-one operators X, Yx and Y2 such that

XS(S) = SiN)X,       YkS(N) = S(@)Yk   and (3)

YxHiN) V Y2HiN) = //(©), (4)

where L, V L2 denotes the minimum subspace including both Lx and L2 (see

[5])-
For a completely nonunitary contraction T, it is possible to define <f>( T) for

every function <b in Hx. In particular, for S (6) given above, </>(S(0)) can be

equivalently defined by the following:

<f>(S(0))A = 7e<|>A for A in //(0) (see [3], [6]).

The purpose of this note is to prove

Theorem. Let 0 be an n X m inner matrix over H °° (« > m). Then

{S(Q)}" = {<¡>(S(®)):<PEH'»}.

2. Proof of the theorem. The following lemma is well known and called the

lifting theorem.

Lemma 1 ([3], [6]). Let 0 be an n X m inner matrix over H°°. Then for an

operator T commuting with S (0) there is ann X n matrix ^ over H °° such that
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*@H2E@H2   and   T=PS^\H(S).

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 1 of [7] and the proof is

simple. Thus we omit it.

Lemma 2. Let N' be an n X m normal inner matrix of the form (1). In order

that an n X n matrix ¥ = (fy) over 77 °° satisfies VN'H2 E N'H2, it is

necessary and sufficient that

(i) Vj/vj is a divisor of x^^ for 1 < j < i < m,

(ii) xpij = 0 for m + 1 < /' < n and 1 < j < m.

Lemma 3. If 7 belongs to (5(0)}", then there exist </>, and <f>2 in 77°° such

that

<t>2(S(®)) = <t>x(S(®))T   and   <t>xAdm = l. (5)

Proof. Let A be an n x m normal inner matrix of the form (1) correspond-

ing to 0. Let us consider X, Yx and Y2 defined above. Then we have

YkAX E {S(@)}'   for every A E {5(A)}',

and hence (YkAX)T = T(YkAX) (k = 1, 2). Thus, on setting Bk = XYk and

Ck = XTYk, one obtains

BkACk = CkABk       (k - 1, 2). (6)

By Lemma 1,76 (5(0)}' and A E {5(A)}' imply that there are « X «

matrices T and ^ such that

T@H2E@H2,       T=PST\H(&),

*NHl E NH2   and   A = PN*\H(N).

Then it is obvious that Bk = PNAA'k\H(N) and Ck = PNATA'k\H(N). Now

let xj/y, b¡k and c,k be the (/,y')th entry of ^, AA¿ and ATAk, respectively. Since

(6) implies that

{(AAJ*(AIA) - (ATAkMAAk))H2 E NH2,

it follows that for 1 < i,j < n

2   {b^hick-c^Mbk}EViH-, (7)
h,l=\

where vm+x = ■ ■ ■ =vn=0.

Set xpjj = 1 for (i,j) = (1, n) and xpy = 0 for (i,j) ^ (1, ri). Then, since x\iy

(1 < i,j < «) satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii), by (7) we have

6/Î4 - c,kxbk E i>iH°°   for 1 < i,j < «.

Similarly we can deduce that

bkck - ckbk E v,H~    for 1 < i,j, r < n. (8)

Thus it is clear that (c*-AA¿ - bkATAk)H2 E NH2, which implies that

ck(S(N))Bk-bk(S(N))Ck = 0. (9)
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From (3) and (9) it follows that

xc*is(e))rk = xrkc*(s(N)) = **<$($(*))

= b*iSiN))Ck = b^S(N))XTYk = Xb*iSi0))TYk.

Since X is one-to-one, we have

c*(S(0))X, = 6*(S(e))7Yt. (10)

(Remark. The above method is analogous to that in [1] or [4].) Let A,* be the

(i,j)th cofactor of AA¿. Then from (10) it follows that

($M2 b*c*]iSiS))Yk = (detAA,)(S(0))7T,. (ll)

Let 5y, 8y and y« be the (i,j)th entries of A, Ak and T, respectively. Then since

by = 2 *«$   and   c* =  2 ««*Y«*ff.
/-l /),/=!

we have

*.*.

tf-.l,

,bîH

= II Ak,   where n =

> 5ln

> • • • . Sn-]n

> • • • >   Zj ön/jy^n
A

Thus from (11) it follows that

(det A,)(S(0)) • (det n)(S(0))r, = (det A,)(S(0)) • (det A)(S(0))ry,.

The second equation of (2) implies that (det Ak)(S(@)) is one-to-one (see [8]).

Hence it follows that

(det n)(S(0))y, = (det A)(S(0))7T,.

From this and (4) it is clear that

(det n)(S(0)) = (det A)(S(0))r.

Consequently, if <f>, = det A and <p2 = det n, then this and the first equation

of (2) imply that Lemma 3 is true.

Proof of Theorem. ¿>2(S(0)) = <f>,(S (©))/" implies that there exists an

m X n matrix ß = (<ty) over H°° such that d>2 - d>,r = 0fl. Setting 9tj the

(i,f)tn entry of 0, we have

and

-♦iTp" 2 K<»kj   tori¥>j
k = \

$2 - <f>iY„ = 2 9ikuki   for / = 1, 2, . . . , n.
* = i

(12)

(13)
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From (5), there is no loss of generality in assuming </>, /\<¡>2 = '• Then for

every minor £, of 0 with order m, it follows that the inner factor of 4>x is a

divisor of 4- In fact, if £, = 0, then it is obvious. Thus assume ¡^ ^ 0 and

^ = det 0a, where

©„ =

(9.«(i)i 9.a(i)m

9.a(m)l 9.a(m)m

for 1 < a(l) < • • • < a(w) < «.

Then n > m implies that there is an / such that 1 < / < n and / i= a(k) for

k = 1,2, ... ,m. From (12) it follows that

Y«(i)/  I

-«Pi

~la(m)l

= 0,

W,w

Now, since det 0a = 4 2 0, there exists an m X m matrix @'a over 77 °° such

that 0a0; = 0;0a = det 0a = £a. Thus it is clear that

7a(l)/ i r W,

<¡>A

ya(m)l

= L

w,ml

, m. Hence, by (13),which implies that <f>x is a divisor of £,«,, for i = 1, 2,

<j>x is a divisor of

4(f7/lWl/ + 9l2io2, + • • • + 9lmuml) = |„(<i>2 - <i>,y„).

From (¡i|/\<J>2= 1, this implies that the inner factor of <i>, is a divisor of £„.

Thus it is a divisor of Aa4r = dm; this, from <¡>x /\dm = I, yields that the

inner factor of <j>x = 1 i.e., <f>, is outer. Since <#>, is a divisor of ^<i>2, there exist

fa in 77°° such that <>,£„ = |„cf>2. Since 0 is inner 2a|£J2 = 1 a-e- on the unit

circle [5]. Thus,

|<í'2| = |<í',|(2lL|2),/2<|'í>i|(S||yJa.e.

implies that there exists a <j> in 77 °° such that <f>,<f> = <>2.

Thus we have <>,(<£ - V) = 0ñ, which implies that

<i.,(5(0)){<#,(5(0))-7}=O

and hence 7 = <X5(0)). Thus we complete the proof of Theorem.
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